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INTRODUCTION

 IAMs long lasting contribution 

to climate policy;

 Uncontested contribution;

 Ineffective inclusion of 

policymakers;

 Limited capacity to assess 

inherent uncertainty.



MODELL ING AND REAL-WORLD GAP

TRANSRISK efforts to supporting climate policy making, in 3 directions:

 Include ensembles of different and complementary, in terms of geographic and

sectoral coverage and detail, theoretical underpinnings and mathematical structure,

IAMs and other modelling tools.

 Place all relevant actors at the core of modelling activities, mobilisation of their

knowledge in bridging knowledge gaps.

 Include stress testing methodologies that can result in robust and reliable policy

prescriptions.



Suggested frameworks to be coupled with IAMs:

 Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) to bring stakeholders closer to modellers and translate

their inputs into quantitative systems analyses.

 Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) when comparing multiple alternative

actions against multiple evaluation criteria, often based on multiple stakeholders’

opinions.

 Portfolio Analysis (PA) as a meta-analysis approach, following IAM-driven studies,

being a valuable tool for stress-testing modelling results and focusing on uncertainty-

related aspects.

BENEF IT FROM INTEGRATIVE APPROACHES



APPL ICATIONS – CASE STUDIES



POLAND: LONG-TERM PERSPECTIVE

Research question

What are the socioeconomic impacts of energy transitions?

Methods, tools, approaches

• MOEM

• MEMO

• Fuzzy cognitive maps

• Stakeholder engagement

Carried out by



INTEGRATIVE APPROACH
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National contexts are fundamental

We should not be afraid to reverse the

research/policy question.

‘Talanoa’ is not trivial

Bringing stakeholders closer to modelling:

identification of hidden risk channels.

Hidden risks – beyond the modeller’s eye

Non-adaptability of miners; energy security;

barriers of entry for domestic energy suppliers;

ETS prices.

STAKEHOLDERS BRIDGE KNOWLEDGE GAPS



The socioeconomic cost of decarbonisation is not a major burden

The transition has similar impacts on costs, growth, employment, investments in the long-term

ETS prices

The largest economic loss associated with the decarbonisation is observed under the scenario of low ETS

prices. Even in that scenario, the loss is not significant: 2% of GDP in 2030 and close to zero in 2050.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE

DECARBONISATION AND BASELINE PATHWAYS



GREECE: SHORT-TERM PERSPECTIVE

Research question

Is it feasible to achieve urgent climate and energy goals in light of risks?

Methods, tools, approaches

• TIMES (+WASP IV)

• Multi-criteria group decision making

• Portfolio analysis

• Fuzzy cognitive maps

• Stakeholder engagement

Carried out by



INTEGRATIVE APPROACH
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Energy Performance Certificates

Replacement of old light trucks

‘Save Energy at Home’ 

Smart metering systems

District heating

Street lighting retrofitting

Public pump stations’ retrofitting

Energy management systems in the public sector

Energy upgrade of commercial buildings

Energy efficiency and demonstration projects in…

Energy managers and Energy Efficiency Action Plans in…

Energy upgrade of public buildings

Environment and Sustainable Development Operational…

Replacement of old private passenger vehicles

Energy upgrades on illegal buildings

RISK INDEXRISKS

• Difficulty aligning local

priorities with national

obligations

• Political instability

• Bureaucracy

• Demanding regulatory

framework in relation

to market maturity

• Inadequate banking

sector

• Social opposition

• Inexperienced

personnel, poor

technical skills

• Poor market conditions

(economic crisis)

EVALUATING POLIC IES AGAINST R I SKS



• 2020 target is unachievable

Riskiest policy mix is 0.6MTOE short.

• Anything >1MTOE is uncertain

• Very poor trade-off >1.2MTOE

Risk highly diversified from very low (1.2MTOE) to very high (1.26MTOE)

NEAR OPTIMAL POLICY M I XES



Open Access Book "Understanding risks and uncertainties in

energy and climate policy: Multidisciplinary methods and tools

towards a low carbon society".

Environmental Innovation and Societal Transitions

Special Issue on "Assessing risks and uncertainties of low-

carbon transition pathways"

MORE INFORMATION



CONCLUS IONS

Quantitative models are dependent

Aggregations, mathematical structure, background, assumptions  uncertainty.

Focus on consequential risks (rather than barriers), mostly of economic nature.

Stakeholders bring a critical lot to the table

Forming realistic assumptions, assessing risks, substituting data unavailability, revealing

hidden barriers/consequences.

The added value of decision support tools

Bringing stakeholders and modellers closer, translating/exploiting expert knowledge,

helping assess uncertainties.



FROM INTEGRATED TO INTEGRATIVE

let’s build on this!

Coupling IAMs with multicriteria

analyses, portfolio optimisation, fuzzy 

cognitive maps and expert knowledge 

provided a new level of insights



D I SCUSS ION


